Summary 26
To understand how the brain processes sensory information to guide behavior, we 27 must know how stimulus representations are transformed throughout the visual cortex. 28
Here we report an open, large-scale physiological survey of neural activity in the awake 29 mouse visual cortex: the Allen Brain Observatory Visual Coding dataset. This publicly 30 available dataset includes cortical activity from nearly 60,000 neurons collected from 6 31 visual areas, 4 layers, and 12 transgenic mouse lines from 221 adult mice, in response to 32 a systematic set of visual stimuli. Using this dataset, we reveal functional differences 33 across these dimensions and show that visual cortical responses are sparse but 34 correlated. Surprisingly, responses to different stimuli are largely independent, e.g. 35 whether a neuron responds to natural scenes provides no information about whether it 36 responds to natural movies or to gratings. We show that these phenomena cannot be 37 explained by standard local filter-based models, but are consistent with multi-layer 38 hierarchical computation, as found in deeper layers of standard convolutional neural 39 networks. 40
Introduction 41
Traditional understanding, based on several decades of research, suggests that 42 neurons early in the visual pathway are broadly responsive and become more selective 43 and specialized through a series of hierarchical processing stages [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, the 44 computations and mechanisms required for such transformations remain unclear. A key 45 challenge results from the fact that our understanding of the mammalian visual system is 46 the result of many small studies, recording responses from different stages in the circuit, 47 using different stimuli and different analyses. 5 The inherent experimental selection biases 48 and lack of standardization of this approach introduce additional obstacles to creating a 49 cohesive understanding of cortical function. To address these differences, we conducted a 50 survey of visual responses across multiple layers and areas in the mouse visual cortex, 51 using a diverse set of visual stimuli. This survey was executed in pipeline fashion, with 52 standardized equipment and protocols and with strict quality control measures not 53 dependent upon stimulus-driven activity (see
Methods, Supplemental Figures 1-8). 54
Previous work in mouse has revealed functional differences among cortical areas in 55 layer 2/3 in terms of the spatial and temporal frequency tuning of the neurons in each 56 area. 6,7 However, it is not clear how these differences extend across layers and across 57 diverse neuron populations. Here we extend such functional studies to include 12 Cre-58 defined neuron populations, including excitatory populations across 4 cortical layers (from 59 layer 2/3 to layer 6), and two inhibitory populations (Vip and Sst). Further, it is known that 60 stimulus statistics affect visual responses, such that responses to natural scenes cannot 61 be well predicted by responses to noise or grating stimuli [8] [9] [10] [11] .To examine the extent of this 62 discrepancy in the mouse visual cortex, and whether it varied across areas and layers, we 63 designed a stimulus set that included both artificial (gratings and noise) and natural 64 (scenes and movies) stimuli. While artificial stimuli can be easily parameterized and 65 interpreted, natural stimuli are likely to be closer to what is ethologically relevant to the 66 mouse. Finally, as recording modalities have enabled recordings of larger and larger 67 populations of neurons, it has become clear that populations might code visual and 68 behavioral activity in a way that is not apparent by considering single neurons alone.
69
Here we imaged populations of neurons (mean 118 ± 82, st. dev, for excitatory 70 populations) to explore both single neuron and population coding properties. 71
We find that 74% of neurons in the mouse visual cortex respond to at least one of 72 these visual stimuli, many showing classical tuning properties, such as orientation and 73 direction selective responses to gratings. These tuning properties reveal functional 74 differences across cortical areas and Cre lines. The responses to all stimuli are highly 75 sparse, both in terms of lifetime and population sparseness. We demonstrate that for all 76 cells the visual responses are better fit by a quadratic "complex cell" model than by a 77 linear-nonlinear "simple cell" model. Importantly, we find that the responsiveness to 78 different stimuli is largely independent, i.e. cells that respond to natural movies do not 79 necessarily respond to natural scenes. These properties are not consistent with a 80
traditional Gabor-style spatio-temporal wavelet basis, but rather are to be expected in 81 deeper layers of a multi-layer hierarchical network. 82
83

Results
84
Using adult C57BL/6 mice (mean age 108 ± 17 days st. dev) that expressed a 85 genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor (GCaMP6f) under the control of specific Cre-line drivers 86 (10 excitatory lines, 2 inhibitory lines, Supplemental Figure 7) , we imaged the activity of 87 neurons in response to a battery of diverse visual stimuli. Data was collected from 6 88 different cortical visual areas (V1, LM, AL, PM, AM, and RL) and 4 different cortical layers. 89
Visual responses of neurons at the retinotopic center of gaze were recorded in response 90 to drifting gratings, flashed static gratings, locally sparse noise, natural scenes and natural 91 movies (Figure 1f) , while the mouse was awake and free to run on a rotating disc. In total, 92 59,526 neurons were imaged from 410 experiments, each consisting of three one-hour 93 imaging sessions (Table 1) . 94
In order to systematically collect physiological data on this scale, we built data 95 collection and processing pipelines (Figure 1, Supplemental Figures 1-5) . The data 96 collection workflow progressed from surgical headpost implantation and craniotomy to 97 retinotopic mapping of cortical areas using intrinsic signal imaging, in vivo two-photon 98 calcium imaging of neuronal activity, brain fixation, and histology using serial two-photon 99 tomography (Figure 1a ,b,c). To maximize data standardization across experiments, we 100 developed multiple hardware and software tools to regulate systematic data collection 101 (Figure 1d) . One of the key components was the development of a registered coordinate 102 system that allowed an animal to move from one data collection step to the next, on 103 different experimental platforms, and maintain the same experimental and brain coordinate 104 geometry (see Methods, Supplemental Figure 1 ). In addition to such hardware 105 instrumentation, formalized standard operating procedures and quality control metrics 106
were crucial for the collection of these data (Figure 1e) . 107
Following data collection, movies of fluorescence associated with calcium influx 108 were motion corrected, normalized, and regions of interest (ROIs) were segmented using 109 automated algorithms (see Methods, Supplemental Figure 9 ). Signals from overlapping 110
ROIs were demixed, and contamination from surrounding neuropil was subtracted 111 (Supplemental Figure 10) . Segmented ROIs were matched across imaging sessions and 112
ROIs were filtered to remove apical dendrites and other processes, with the aim of only 113 including somatic ROIs. For each ROI, events were detected from ∆F/F using an L0 114 regularized deconvolution algorithm (see Methods, Supplemental Figure 11 ), which 115 deconvolves pointwise events assuming a linear calcium response for each event and 116 penalizes the total number of events included in the trace. 117
For each neuron, we computed the mean response to each stimulus condition 118 using the detected events, and parameterized its tuning properties. Many neurons showed 119 robust responses, exhibiting orientation-selective responses to gratings, localized spatial 120 receptive fields, and reliable responses to natural scenes and movies (Figure 2a -f, 121
Supplemental Figure 13 ). For each neuron and each categorical stimulus (i.e. drifting 122 gratings, static gratings, and natural scenes), the preferred stimulus condition was 123 identified as the condition that evoked the largest mean response for that stimulus (e.g. 124 the orientation and temporal frequency with the largest mean response for drifting 125 gratings). For each trial of the stimulus, the neural activity of the neuron was compared to 126 a distribution of activity for that neuron taken during the epoch of spontaneous activity, and 127 a p-value was computed. If at least 25% of the trials of the neuron's preferred condition 128 had a significant difference from the distribution of spontaneous activities (p<0.05), the 129 neuron was deemed to be responsive to that stimulus (see Methods for responsiveness 130 criteria for locally sparse noise and natural movies). 131
In total, 74% of neurons were responsive to at least one of the visual stimuli 132 presented (Figure 2g ). Figure 14) . Interestingly, receptive fields mapped using locally sparse 159 noise reveal that Vip neurons have remarkably large receptive field areas, larger than both 160
Sst and excitatory neurons in V1 (Figure 3f) . The visual responses of these two 161 populations add important details to the inhibitory cortical circuit. 162
Comparisons across areas and layers reveal that direction selectivity is highest in 163 layer 4 of V1 (Figure 3b) . In superficial layers, the differences across areas indicate that 164 V1, LM, and AL show significantly higher direction selectivity than PM, AM, and RL 165 (Supplemental Figure 19 ). This pattern in single neuron selectivity was reflected in our 166 ability to decode the visual stimulus from single-trial population vector responses, using all 167 cells, responsive and unresponsive. We used a K-nearest-neighbors classifier to predict 168 the grating direction. Matching the tuning properties, areas V1, AL, and LM showed higher 169 decoding performance than AM, PM, and RL, and these differences were more 170 pronounced in superficial layers than in deeper layer (Figure 3c) In addition to sparsity in responses across stimulus conditions, the visually evoked 207 responses throughout the mouse cortex showed a large amount of trial-to-trial variability. 208
Indeed, the percent of responsive trials for most neurons at their preferred conditions was 209 low -the median is less than 50% (Figure 5a, Supplemental Figure 25 ). This means 210 that the majority of neurons in the mouse visual cortex are usually unresponsive, even 211 when presented with the stimulus condition that elicits their largest average response. We 212 also calculated a more complete measurement of response reliability, defined as the 213 square of the expected correlation between the trial averaged response to the true, 214 unmeasured, mean response 22 (see Methods). A neuron that responds precisely the 215 same way on each trial to a set of stimuli will have a reliability of 1, while a completely 216 random neuron will have a reliability of 0. We find that neurons had higher reliability for 217 natural stimuli than for the artificial stimuli across all areas and layers (Figure 5b ,c, 218
Supplemental Figure 25 ). Altogether, responsive neurons had a mean reliability of 0.62 ± 219 0.2 (st. dev) for natural scenes and 0.46 ± 0.2 (st. dev) for drifting gratings. 220
One possible source of trial-to-trial variability could be the locomotor activity of the 221 mouse. Previous studies have shown that visual responses in the mouse cortex are 222 modulated by the animal's running activity. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The mice in our experiments were free to 223 run on a disc during the experiment and animals showed a range of running behaviors 224 (Supplemental Figure 26) . For experiments in which the animals spent enough time 225 running such that there were sufficient stimulus trials when the mouse was both stationary 226
and running (at least 10% of trials for each), we compared the responses in these two 227
states. Consistent with previous reports, many neurons show modulated response ( Figure  228 5d,e). While most neurons show enhanced responses when running, for many neurons 229 the difference between stationary and running is not significant (only 13% and 37% of 230 neurons show significant modulation of their responses to drifting gratings and natural 231 scenes respectively, using a KS test). 232
To examine whether the locomotor activity could be a source of trial-to-trial 233 variability, we compared the reliability of neurons' visual responses to the fraction of time 234 the animal spent running. We found that reliability is higher when the mouse runs 235
consistently, but this increase is modest from a baseline of reliability when the mouse is 236 either completely stationary or shows mixed running behavior (Figure 5f ). This effect on 237 stimulus response reliability is consistent across different stimuli, both natural and artificial. 238
Thus locomotor activity does contribute to the variability of visual responses, but is unlikely 239 to fully explain the amount of variability found in these data. 240
We asked whether a standard modeling approach could capture the observed 241 stimulus responses and variability. We used a generalized linear model (GLM) to predict 242 extracted events, smoothed with a Gaussian window, from time series input of the stimuli 243 along with the binary running state of the mouse (Figure 6a , see Methods). Only neurons 244 that were matched in all three imaging sessions were used for modeling (~19,000 245 neurons), and all neurons were modeled regardless of whether they met our 246 responsiveness criteria. The basis functions for the GLM are two spatiotemporal wavelet 247 pyramids: one a standard linear basis and another that squares the basis functions before 248 summation, approximating a "complex" neuron receptive field. While the model captures 249 the activity of some neurons very well (Figure 6b) , the median prediction, r, for natural 250 stimuli is ~0.2-0.3 across areas (Figure 6c,d) , suggesting a large amount of variation 251 unaccounted for by the stimulus with this model. We computed a complexity ratio by 252 comparing the total weight of the quadratic basis functions to the total weights for each 253 model, and found that almost all neurons are mostly complex, with complexity ratios near 254 1 (Figure 6e ). This means that no neuron is better described by a "simple" linear-nonlinear 255 model than the "complex" quadratic model. 256
For each neuron, we trained the model separately using natural stimuli (natural 257 scenes and natural movies) and artificial stimuli (drifting gratings, static gratings and 258 locally sparse noise). Comparing the models' performances, we found that the overall 259 distribution of performance for models trained and tested with natural stimuli was much 260 higher than the corresponding models for artificial stimuli (Figure 6c) . This was true even 261 for neurons that met our responsiveness criteria for gratings but not natural scenes. 262
Further, models trained on natural stimuli predicted responses to artificial stimuli better 263 than vice versa, although the cross-stimulus prediction was worse than the within-stimulus 264 prediction, consistent with previous reports 9-11 . 265 Surprisingly, whether a neuron responded to one stimulus (e.g. natural scenes, 266 drifting gratings, etc.) was largely, though not completely, independent of whether it 267 responded to another stimulus. Unlike the examples shown in Figure 2 , which were 268 chosen to highlight responses to all stimuli, most neurons were responsive to only a 269 subset of the stimuli presented (Figure 7a ). The overlap of the set of neurons that 270 responds to each pairwise combination of stimuli was computed for each experiment and 271 compared to the maximum and minimum amount of overlap possible given the fraction of 272 responsive neurons to each stimulus (Figure 7b, Supplemental Figure 28 ). There is 273 above chance overlap for all presentations of natural movies -particularly for natural 274 movie one, whichis repeated in each imaging session (Figure 7c ). There is also above 275 chance overlap for responses to static gratings and natural scenes. However, natural 276 movies and all other stimuli showed overlap close to the level of chance. That is, whether 277 a neuron responded to natural scenes is independent of whether it responded to natural 278 movies. Notably, locally sparse noise showed the least amount of overlap with other 279 stimuli, and even below chance overlap with some, such as static gratings. These results 280 are consistent across all visual areas. 281
The independence of whether a neuron responded to two stimuli is also reflected 282 in the correlation between the reliability of neurons' responses to those two stimuli ( Figure  283 7d,e). For neurons that responded to two stimuli, we computed the Pearson correlation 284 between the reliability of responses to each stimulus. We found the same structure in 285 cross-stimulus comparisons such that the reliabilities of natural movie responses were 286 highly correlated, but most stimulus pairs had low correlations. Thus, whether a neuron 287 responds to two stimuli is largely independent, and even when it does respond to both, the 288 reliability of those responses remains largely independent. 289 Independence between responses to ostensibly similar stimuli is a striking feature of 290 the data and one not predicted by the classical model of the early visual system (namely 291 spatiotemporal Gabor-type wavelets). This observation, together with the fact that neural 292 activity is sparse in both a lifetime and population sense, and finally that the "simple" 293 linear-nonlinear wavelet based GLM accounted for so little of the explainable variance, all 294 point to the idea that much of the neural activity is driven by relatively higher order 295 features. We quantified this by comparing the population level neural responses to 296 standard deep convolutional networks (CNNs; Figure 8 ). This is an interesting comparison 297 because the original inspiration for these model architectures was the important and early 298 set of results describing "simple" and "complex" neurons in Area 17 of anesthetized cat 299 visual cortex 1 . 300
Units in CNN models (such as VGG16 28 ) are optimally driven by progressively higher 301 order features in deeper layers of the model (Figure 8a) . The first pooling layer contains 302 many units that appear as coarse edge detectors, while the second pooling layer contains 303 more complex features, with a small subset consisting of oriented gratings similar to 304 traditional V1 receptive fields. By the third pooling layer, there are no such simple looking 305
features, but even more complex shapes and textured patterns. As a natural consequence 306 of this increasing specificity, we see the lifetime and population sparsity in response to 307 natural scenes increase through the pooling layers (Figure 8b ). This trend is consistent 308 across multiple CNNs; It is not specific to VGG16 (not shown). 309
Units in VGG16 also display the independence of stimuli observed in the data 310 (Figure 8c) . We compared the units that respond to each of the flashed stimuli (locally 311 sparse noise, static gratings and natural scenes) for each pooling layer of VGG16. For the 312 lower layers, as expected, there is a high degree of overlap in populations that respond to 313 different stimuli. Moving through deeper layers of the network, the degree of independence 314 increases. The last pooling layer shows nearly complete independence of stimuli. 315
We used similarity-of-similarity matrix (SSM) analysis 29 to compare the neural 316 responses with responses at different pooling layers of VGG16 in order to quantify how 317 similar the two representations are (Figure 8d) . A similarity matrix is constructed by 318 computing the correlation of the trials average population responses to pairs of scenes. 319
We then computed the correlation of similarity matrices between each pooling layer of 320 VGG16 and each cortical area, layer and Cre line in these data. Because the network has 321 a degree of similarity to itself, we only compare pooling layers as the model layers 322 between pooling layers are highly correlated (see Methods). 323
The highest correlations are for pooling layer 3 of VGG16 for most cortical areas and 324 layers (Figure 8d) . Superficial layers in V1 map to the middle layers most strongly 325 whereas LM, PM, and AL in those layers tend to map to slightly higher layers, suggesting 326 a potential hierarchy, albeit a shallow one 30 . As a comparative baseline, we compute the 327 SSM metric for a linear Gabor wavelet basis (Figure 8d) , which is highest in the input 328 layer and falls deeper into the network. These results support the view that throughout the 329 mouse visual cortex, neurons exhibit responses to more complex and sophisticated stimuli 330 than the classical model suggests. We expected this survey to provide strong evidence for low-level responses that 370 become progressively higher order throughout the higher visual areas of mouse cortex. 371
Instead, neurons throughout the mouse cortex show highly variable, sparse responses, 372 best fit by "complex" models. Further, responsiveness to different stimuli is largely 373 independent. Rather than support the canonical model, these results provide evidence of 374 higher order coding wherein neurons exhibit specialized responses to a set of sparse and 375 higher level features of the visual field. 376 Neurons tuned to low-level features will not, as a whole, show the property of 377 independence that we observe in these data. Such neurons should be, by and large, 378 equally mappable using noise stimuli, grating stimuli, and natural stimuli -with some 379 stimulus specific modifications in the resulting receptive field. 8,9,11 While we observe 380 individual examples of neurons that behave exactly this way, this is not a general feature 381 of the population of responses (Figure 7, Supplemental Figure 28 ). Computationally, we 382 can consider how a system that responds to low-order features will behave by examining 383 either the early layers of a CNN (Figure 8c,d ) or a wavelet basis (not shown), where we 384 see strong dependence and correlation of responses across stimuli, contrary to what is 385 observed in the dataset. Strikingly, the fact that none of the neurons in the dataset are 386 better fit by the "simple" model in our GLM wavelet basis model (Figure 6 ) further supports 387 our finding that neurons are not tuned to low-level features. 388
Neurons that respond to higher-order features, on the other hand, result in 389 responses that are sparse in both a population and lifetime sense, as we observe here. In 390 a CNN, the network develops features during training that allow it to correctly classify 391 images. Whereas the early units of these networks tend to be more general and low-order, 392 as described above, the intermediate units become increasingly specialized for features 393 that are necessary for the trained task. As a result, the CNN shows a greater degree of 394 stimulus independence with depth (Figure 8c ). Our data, throughout the mouse visual 395 cortex, shows a degree of independence that is similar to that observed in the third pooling 396 layer of VGG16 (Figure 8c ). This is consistent with a comparison of sparsity, both lifetime 397 and population, between the dataset and VGG16, as well as the representation mapping 398
using SSM-analysis that shows most layers and areas are more similar to the middle 399 pooling layers, while a wavelet basis is most similar to the input and early layers ( Figure  400 8b,d Allan Jones for providing the critical environment that enabled our large scale team effort. 559
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